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Abstract Extensive sequence data and structural sampling of
expressed proteins from di¡erent species lead to the idea that
entire molecules or speci¢c domain folds belong to large superfamilies of proteins. A subset of G protein-coupled receptors,
one of the largest families involved in cellular signaling, rod and
cone opsins are involved in phototransduction in photoreceptor
cells. Here, the evolutionary analysis of opsin sequences and
structures predicts key residues involved in the transmission of
the signal from the binding site of the chromophore to the cytoplasmic surface and residues that are involved in the spectral
tuning of opsins to short wavelengths of light.
" 2003 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Rhodopsin is the photoreceptor membrane protein involved
in absorption of photons and signaling in phototransduction
in retinal photoreceptor cells [1^6]. It is also a member of the
superfamily of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) that
comprises V6% of the human genome [7,8]. Because almost
all physiological processes are modulated by GPCRs, the
members of this family are the critical targets for interventions
by agonists and antagonists [9,10]. Therefore, it is of enormous interest to consider rhodopsin’s mechanism of signaling
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Abbreviations: GPCR, G protein-coupled receptor; Gt, photoreceptor G protein; Meta, metarhodopsin; H-, helix; PDB, Protein Data
Bank; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; sc, side chain; mc, main
chain; RH1, rhodopsins of group 1 or type 1 rod opsins
(Vmax = 480^510 nm); MWS/LWS, cone opsins with medium to long
wavelength absorption (Vmax = 508^560 nm), type 2 opsins; SWS1,
opsins with Vmax = 367^425 nm, type 3 opsins; SWS2, opsins with
Vmax = 470^510 nm absorption, type 4 opsins; RH2, rhodopsins of
groups 2 or type 5 opsins (Vmax = 470^510 nm)

and its interactions with other proteins in the G protein transduction cascade. Rhodopsin and cone pigments of rod and
cone photoreceptors are composed of a hydrophobic protein
core of seven transmembrane helices, opsin, and a covalently
tethered chromophore, 11-cis-retinal. Speci¢c interaction of
the core of residues in the binding sites and the chromophore
leads to speci¢c Vmax of absorption of these pigments and
provides the basis of color vision [11]. The proteins are activated when light strikes these photoreceptors, leading to photoisomerization of the chromophore. The protein part of these
receptors changes its conformation, allowing interaction with
rod- and cone-type-speci¢c G protein transducins (Gt), receptor kinases and arrestins [12].
Bovine rhodopsin is the ¢rst and only member of the family
of GPCRs whose three-dimensional structure has been determined crystallographically (see [3] for the summary on the
rhodopsin structure). At this time only the dark state of rhodopsin has been crystallized and determined [13]. Structural
changes in the protein caused by absorption of a photon
transmit the signal from the covalently linked retinal to the
cytoplasmic surface where coupling to the G protein (transducin, Gt) occurs. The nature of these changes is not well
characterized.
The phototransduction cycle is presented in cartoon form in
Fig. 1 [2^5]. Upon reception of a photon, the 11-cis-retinal is
converted to all-trans-retinal within a few hundred femtoseconds. Several spectroscopically characterized states occur in
the following milliseconds until metarhodopsin II (Meta II),
the signaling state, is reached. At this point, Gt in its GDP
form binds to rhodopsin, exchanges GTP for the GDP, and
dissociates. This binding, exchange, and dissociation reaction
occurs multiple times prior to hydrolysis of the Schi¡ base
between all-trans-retinal [2^4] and Lys296 (7.43) (296 is the
amino acid number in bovine rhodopsin, 7.43 is a residue
numbering system after [14]). Because the hydrolysis is slow
on the time scale of phototransduction, the ampli¢cation step
is attenuated rapidly when rhodopsin kinase binds to photoactivated rhodopsin and phosphorylates several residues in the
£exible C-terminal region of the protein [15,16]. Next, arrestin
binds to the phosphorylated, photoactivated rhodopsin to
completely shut down the interaction of photoactivated rhodopsin with Gt. Finally, retinal dissociates from the receptor
and is regenerated in a complex series of reactions occurring
in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) [17]. Rhodopsin is
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Fig. 1. Phototransduction. Phototransduction in the rod photoreceptor cell is initiated when a photon of light is absorbed by rhodopsin causing
conformation changes of the receptor. Photoisomerization of the chromophore induces a sequence of conformational changes that culminates
in the formation of quasi-stable Meta II, which catalyzes exchange of GDP to GTP in Gt molecules, before rhodopsin is phosphorylated. Gt
activation is prevented by binding of arrestin to phosphorylated Meta II [3,4]. The other steps of phototransduction proceed, where the GTP
K-subunit of Gt activates phosphodiesterase (PDE), and cGMP is hydrolyzed faster than it is replenished by guanylate cyclase (GC). As a consequence of reduced concentrations of cGMP, the plasma membrane cGMP-gated cation channels close, leading to the hyperpolarization of the
cell. Another consequence of phototransduction is lower levels of Ca2þ that trigger a feedback mechanism of the enhanced GC activity through
Ca2þ binding protein GCAP1/2 and restoration of the dark levels of cGMP [5].

regenerated by accepting 11-cis-retinal generated in the RPE
and transported to the rod outer segment [17].
Rhodopsin of the rod cells and pigments of cone photoreceptor cells all undergo a similar reaction cycle upon the
absorption of a photon by the 11-cis-retinylidene chromophore [18]. The three-dimensional models based on the rhodopsin structure of red, green and blue human pigments [19]
and many other GPCRs [20] were recently generated. It is
expected that a common set of structural changes is involved
in the transmission of the conformational changes through the
protein. Particular amino acid residues involved in the conformational change might form a pathway within the protein
conducting the signal from the chromophore to the protein
surface allowing a variety of proteins to associate with photoactivated rhodopsin (Gt, rhodopsin kinase, arrestin, rhodopsin itself in its dimer form) [3,4,21,22].
Several assumptions form the basis for an evolutionary
analysis of protein structure [23^25]. First, it is assumed
that proteins possessing a similar function will have conserved
residues at sequence positions essential to that function. Thus,
we assume that all of the vertebrate opsins will utilize a similar set of protein^protein interactions for signaling, and the
pathways within the molecular structure will be conserved
such as to maintain those functions. If there is divergence of
function within subgroups of the phylogeny, then we should
be able to detect the residues responsible by using suitable
di¡erence measures between evolutionary subgroups. However, if particular residues are involved in two separate func-

tions such as color tuning and signaling, then discerning the
separate roles can become ambiguous.
Here, an evolutionary analysis of the protein’s structure
from aligned sequences of the vertebrate opsins was carried
out. The main analysis is aimed at understanding signal transmission from retinal to the Gt within the metarhodopsin Meta
II. For our study of the opsin family, we have developed new
methods speci¢cally for the combination of previously de¢ned
measures of residue divergence. To further explore our methods, we discuss the use of a di¡erence measure for color tuning and discuss some of the pitfalls of this method applied to
the opsin family.
2. Materials and methods
Vertebrate opsin sequences were extracted from the tGRAP Mutant
Database, release 10 (http://tgrap.uit.no/fam1asel.html) and supplemented with additional sequences from references in the work of
S. Yokoyama and co-workers [26,27]. The sequences were realigned
with CLUSTALW ([28], see also [29]), and the alignment was manually
edited. Bovine rhodopsin’s secondary structure was used to weight the
gap penalties in the alignment. The majority of the realignment was in
the C-terminal region of the proteins in the family. A total of 116
vertebrate opsin sequences were used in the subsequent analysis.
For construction of phylogenetic dendrograms, CLUSTALW was
employed with the bootstrap option. The bootstrap tree obtained
from the CLUSTALW program was used to obtain a matrix containing the evolutionary distances between the opsin sequences. Dendrograms (see Fig. 2) were generated using the phylogenetic tree from the
PHYLIP [30] programs, FITCH, DRAWGRAM, and DRAWTREE
[31].
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Several locally written FORTRAN programs and shell scripts were
used to make a sequence pro¢le and map it to the residues present in
the coordinate ¢le. The sequence pro¢le for each protein group consists of the bovine rhodopsin sequence number, the bovine rhodopsin
sequence residue, the consensus sequence residue of the group, and
the three parameters of frequency (Qi), entropy (Si), and evolutionary
distance (Pi) given below. Only those residues present in the bovine
rhodopsin coordinate ¢le (1HZX, molecule A) [32] were used in the
pro¢le. Two separate programs were then used either to analyze an
entire family of proteins or to identify the di¡erences between groups
of proteins within a family. Finally, a clustering program was used to
determine residue clusters and extract coordinates for particular residues from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ¢le.
For the conservation measures at each residue position, i, in the
sequence, three parameters were employed. First, the value of the
frequency of occurrence of the majority consensus residue (Qi) was
determined. These values were on a scale from 0 to 1.0 and were used
as a conservation measure de¢ned as Fi = 13Qi. With this measure
conserved residues have low values.
For the second measure of amino acid conservation, we used the
entropy at each position, i, in the family of sequences, similar to the
treatment of Oliveira et al. [33],
P
Si ¼ flog N! þ log 21!3log ½ð213ViÞ!3 log Wi!g=N
ð1Þ
where log is the natural logarithm and the exclamation point indicates
factorial. N is the number of proteins in the family, 21 is the number
of potential residues at a position, i (20 amino acids plus a gap since
gaps are allowed in the conservation part of the analysis). Vi is the
number of di¡erent amino acid residues found at position i, and Wi is
the number of occurrences of each amino acid at position i. The sum
over this term is taken over the 21 possibilities for residues or gaps at
position i. We have inserted the ¢nal N to normalize the values for the
number of members in a family or subfamily.
The third measure of conservation at each position in the protein
was calculated by the PROTPARS program of the PHYLIP package.
This program gives the number of mutation steps to a di¡erent residue (excluding silent mutations) at each amino acid residue position
employed in the construction of the phylogenetic dendrogram. The
number at each position thus serves in a sense as a measure of the rate
of evolution at that position. The number of steps at each position
was divided by the number of members in the family for normalization to give the parameter we denote by Pi.
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All three sets of parameter values were normalized to give a minimum value of zero and a mean value of 1.0. The analysis was limited
to consider only those residue positions present in the bovine rhodopsin coordinates, 340 positions.
These three measures correlate strongly and it is uncertain how to
best combine them into a single measure. To accomplish this combination, we applied singular value decomposition methods [34] on the
340U3 (rowsUcolumns) matrix of values. In performing this operation we take the matrix, [A], and decompose it into three components,
[U][w][V]t , where [U] is a 340U3 column-orthogonal matrix, [w] is a
3U3 diagonal matrix and [V]t , the transpose of V, a 3U3 orthogonal
matrix. By measuring the length of the three components of [U] at
each position, a very good measure of conservation and divergence is
achieved. Residues conserved through subgroups in the protein family
could then be identi¢ed by grouping the degree of conservation from
the singular value decomposition into ¢ve categories. The above procedure was found to be superior to many other combinations of
parameters investigated as a metric for conservation. A second, less
restrictive measure of conservation uses together the principal component of [U], and the row vector lengths of [U]. It gives 93 residues in
the central cluster rather than the 74 residues found by the [U] row
vector lengths alone reported in Table 2.
To determine which of the conserved residues might be associated
in transduction pathways in GPCRs, their positions were located in
the three-dimensional rhodopsin model (PDB identi¢er 1HZX) [32]
and their inter-residue contacts were calculated. The program ACT
of the CCP4 program suite [35] was used to measure the contacts
between residues. This program produces all of the hydrogen bond
and van der Waals contacts for a protein within speci¢ed distance
U for hydrogen
limits. The distance cuto¡s used in this study were 3.5 A
U for van der Waals contacts. Shell scripts and FORbonds and 4.0 A
TRAN programs were written to select only side chain:side chain
contacts (sc:sc) and side chain:main chain (sc:mc) contacts of the
conserved residues. Note that this restriction implies the assumption
that signal transfer is sc:sc and sc:mc but not mc:mc in character.
The reason for this restriction is, in part, that we wished that hypotheses concerning the pathway would be experimentally testable by mutagenesis experiments. The restriction also implicitly assumes that the
signaling pathway remains intact in spite of potential rearrangements
within helices during signal transmission.
Only those conserved residues in contact with other conserved residues were saved for the consideration of clustering. Clustering was

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic relationships among vertebrate opsins. The names of the 116 proteins have been deleted for clarity. (See supplementary
material for details.) Type 1 (RH1) proteins are shown in the upper right. Sixty-two proteins are in this group of rod rhodopsins. The separate
branch containing two proteins consists of lamprey rhodopsin sequences. Type 2 opsins (MWS/LWS) are located on the upper left. These are
27 cone opsins which absorb at medium and long wavelengths, (Vmax = 508^560 nm). Type 3 opsins (SWS1) include 14 proteins with UV and
short wavelength sensitivities (Vmax = 367^425 nm). Type 4 opsins (SWS2) include only four proteins from ¢sh and chicken. Type 5 opsins
(RH2) are similar to but separate from the RH1 opsins. If lamprey pineal opsin is used as an outgroup in the dendrogram construction, then
the apparent root of the dendrogram occurs between the type 2 (MWS/LWS) and type 3 (SWS1) opsins.
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accomplished by considering the residue with the most contacts as the
center of the cluster. Generally retinal attached to Lys296 (7.43) was
chosen by the program as the center of the main cluster. Residues in
contact with the central one were considered members of the ¢rst
shell. Residues with atoms in contact with these ¢rst shell residues
were placed into the second shell, etc. That is, the subsequent shells of
residues were identi¢ed as being in contact with preceding shells. In
this way, the cluster of contacting residues is hierarchically ranked.
The clustering process thus selects the residues from the atomic coordinate ¢le in a ranked order. Each ranking is separated into individual
coordinate ¢les to display the ranked contacts using XtalView [36]
and Raster3d [37].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Evolutionary trace di¡erences between groups
Determining the amino acid residues associated with spectral tuning in opsins has been addressed experimentally by
several authors (for example [38^48]; see review by Ebrey
and Takahashi [49]). In addition to special packing of the
chromophore and its interaction with surrounding side chains,
the UV-Vis spectra could to a small degree be in£uenced by
temperature [50], and more profoundly, by utilization of
modi¢ed retinals [51] or, for some pigments, by the binding
of anions [43,52]. Here, we focus on the e¡ect of residues in
the transmembrane bundle on spectral tuning. The di¡erence
method identi¢es the shells of residues that contact the retinal
Schi¡ base and are conserved within the phylogenetic subgroups. Table 1 shows the cluster of residues which contact
retinal, are conserved within the ¢ve phylogenetic subgroups
shown in Fig. 2, and di¡er between the SWS1 group and the
others. The analysis has been done by combining the di¡erence pro¢les of each of the phylogenetic groups in comparison
with the SWS1 group of proteins. The 30 residue positions
given in Table 1 form a contacting cluster in bovine rhodopsin. It seems likely that only the shells at levels 1 and 2 (column 4 of Table 1) would be involved in the color tuning.
These results are in contrast with those of Yokoyama and
co-workers [41,53^55] and with those of Fasick et al. [45,56]
in that there is but little overlap in the residues found by our
procedure and their mutagenesis results. The central core of
rhodopsin is tightly packed for the most part just as with
globular, soluble proteins. It would then appear that structural perturbations of the protein by mutations remote from the
retinal ligand could strongly a¡ect the spectrum of the pigment due to packing defects. This may be the case for the
recent results of Shi and Yokoyama [54] where residues remote from retinal in helices I, II, and III were proposed as the
basis of the SWS1 absorption characteristics.
Using the di¡erence in conserved residues between phylogenetic groups is not a good method to determine the residues
causing particular wavelength shifts. The reason is that di¡erent taxonomic groups such as birds and mammals have used
di¡ering mechanisms to a¡ect the wavelength shifts over the
course of evolution. This aspect of the spectral tuning problem is discussed by Cowing et al. [57]. Spectral tuning is further complicated because there appear to be multiple ways to
produce similar absorption spectra. For example, Fasick et al.
[45] demonstrated that the single mutation F86Y (2.53) in the
mouse blue opsin sequence (SWS1 class, Vmax = 358 nm) red
shifted the absorption maximum to 424 nm. The bovine blue
cone pigment which has Y86 in the wild type could be shifted
from Vmax = 438 nm of the wild type to Vmax = 367 nm by the
Y86F mutation. The human pigment has Leu at position 86

Table 1
Cluster of 30 residues which di¡er between four types of opsins and
the SWS1 typea
1

2

3

4

5

MWS/LWS:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
RH1:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1
SWS2:SWS1
RH2:SWS1
MWS/LWS:SWS1

12
28
37
43
43
43
47
47
80
83
83
90
94
98
117
117
117
117
122
122
125
125
125
125
129
129
133
163
163
184
191
191
191
203
204
204
206
207
211
211
212
265
265
265
284
292
293
296
296
296
296
299

F
N
Y
Y
W
Y
L
L
A
D
N
A
S
Q
A
V
A
A
I
M
L
L
L
L
V
V
I
M
M
K
Y
V
Y
R
V
V
Y
M
H
H
C
W
W
W
H
S
Y
K
K
K
K
T

N
Q
F
F
F
F
V
V
S
G
G
S
V
S
G
G
G
G
L
L
G
G
G
G
A
A
F
I
I
Q
W
W
W
Y
T
T
F
L
C
C
F
Y
Y
Y
D
A
F
K
K
K
K
C

6
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
2
2
5
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

a
The objective is to ¢nd the likely residues responsible for the shift
to low wavelength opsins using the residues conserved within each
phylogenetic type. This table gives the conserved residues of each
phylogenetic group which change to a di¡erent conserved residue in
the SWS1 group. The numbers in the columns following the residue
changes are the level of interaction with the Lys-retinal Schi¡ base.
K296 is given a level of 0. The columns are as follows: (1) phylogenetic groups, (2) residue number, (3) residue in the ¢rst group,
(4) residue in SWS1, (5) level of contact with retinal. For example,
the MWS/LWS group has residue 28 Asn (bovine rhodopsin numbering) while it converts to Gln in the SWS1 phylogenetic group.
This residue is at level 4 with respect to contact with retinal.

and the L86Y mutation in this protein caused only a 2 nm
shift (Vmax = 423C425 nm). Table 1 does not even include
residue 86 because it is not conserved within the subgroups
analyzed. Moreover, it is unclear how the intermolecular
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Table 2
Part of the 74 residue cluster which leads from the chromophore to the cytoplasmic surface of rhodopsin
Level 1

M44

E113

G114

G121

S186

C187

F261

W265

Y268

A269

Helix/loop
1:1 contact
Level 2
Helix/loop
2:2 contact
Level 3
Helix/loop
3:3 contact
Level 4
Helix loop
4:4 contact
Level 5
Helix/loop
5:5 contact
Level 6
Helix/loop
6:6 contact
Level 7
Helix/loop
7:7 contact
Level 8
Helix/loop
8:8 contact
Level 9
Helix/loop
9:9 contact

H-I
X
L128
H-III

H-III
X
M257
H-VI

E-III
X

H-VI
X

H-VI
X

H-VI
X

H-VI

M253
H-VI
X
L72
H-II
X
N73
H-II

H-III
X
P291
H-VII
X
N302
H-VII
X
P215
H-V

E-III
X
Y301
H-VII

I219
H-V

H-III
X
P267
H-VI
X
V254
H-VI

P303
H-VII

I305
H-VII
X
E249
H-VI

W126
H-III
N78
H-II

R135
H-III
X
S127
H-III

V250
H-VI
X
E247
H-VI
X
V139
H-III

Y306
H-VII
X
N310
H-VII-8
X
T243
C-III

K141
C-II

W161
H-IV

N55
H-I
L59
H-I
T62
H-I
X
K66
C-I
none
F148
C-II
none
E341
C-term
none

L68
C-I
X
K67
C-I

L76
H-II
X
I75
H-II
R69
C-I
X
E134
H-III

Y223
H-V

A246
H-VI
V138
H-III

F313
H-8
X
Q312
H-8
X

R314
H-8

C316
H-8
X

S343
C-term

Lys296 and the retinal (level 0) make direct contacts with the following conserved residues on level 1; level 2 residues contact those of level 1;
etc. This table attempts to give the hypothetical signaling pathway from the Schi¡ base retinal to the cytoplasmic surface of rhodopsin as determined by the contact ranking. Only residues of the central cluster (Fig. 3) which proceed in the direction of the cytoplasmic surface relative to
the Schi¡ base retinal are included in this table. For each level, the residues listed contact those in the next lower level. The rows labeled X:X
contact indicate the residues in the shell which contact other residues of that same shell. Residue nomenclature and numbering of loops and
helices for bovine rhodopsin based on the 1HZX PDB coordinates: E-I: 1^33, H-I: 34^64, C-I: 65^70, H-II: 71^100, E-II: 101^105, H-III:
106^139, C-II: 140^149, H-IV: 150^172, E-III: 173^199 plug, H-V: 200^225, C-III: 226^243, H-VI: 244^276, E-IV: 277^285, H-VII: 286^309,
H-8: 311^323 = C-IV, C-term: 324^348.

packing [21,22], interactions with phospholipids, and disruption or modi¢cation of the interface between individual molecules/lipids by natural or introduced mutations will a¡ect
repacking of the visual pigment’s side chains and therefore
their spectral properties.
Some of the factors which a¡ect spectral tuning are discussed by Lin et al. [47] and Kochendoerfer et al. [46]. The
dipolar and electrostatic environment of the retinal due to
contacting residues as well as the solvent cavities which are
presumably occupied by water [32] will strongly in£uence the
spectrum. Non-polar residues may also play a role by constraining the torsion angles of the retinal due to steric factors.
Conclusions from our studies and those in the literature are
that color shifting can be accomplished in a variety of ways by
residues that are not conserved within a subfamily.
3.2. G protein signaling by vertebrate visual opsins
The principal reason for developing the evolutionary trace
method used in this study was to determine whether a potential pathway for G protein signaling within the rhodopsin
molecule could be hypothesized from application of the evolutionary trace method to the entire opsin family. One must
realize that all functions of the protein that require conservation of residues from folding of the polypeptide to the signaling step and beyond may be included in the results. We have
found a central cluster of 74 residues that leads from retinal to
other parts of the protein. These residues are conserved
among the 116 protein sequences considered and have sc:sc
or sc:mc contacts when the bovine rhodopsin structure is used

as the template. In Table 2, the ranked levels of the cluster are
considered in the direction of the cytoplasmic surface, a subset
of 55 residues. Fig. 3A,B presents all 74 residues of the cluster.
The hypothesized signal transfer within the protein begins
with the perturbation of F261 (6.44) and W265 (6.48) and
propagates along helix H-VI, jumping to H-VII at Y301
(7.48) and N302 (7.49). See Table 2 for the progression of
this wave of contacting residues. Tyrosyl 301 makes contact
with F261 and C264 (6.47). C264 is conserved except in the
RH2 phylogenetic group, so it does not appear in the cluster
determined by the restrictive conservation measure for data
reported here, but we hypothesize that it is involved in the
signaling pathway (Fig. 4). From Y301, contacts proceed
along helices VII and VIII via the NPxxYTF (residues 302^
306T313) motif as well as through contacts with other conserved residues near the cytoplasmic surface (Table 2). M257
(6.40) contacts Phe261 at level 1 and also provides a link to
helix VII via the NPxxYTF motif. N302 (7.49) and I305 (7.52)
make van der Waals contacts with M257. Additionally, the
signal proceeds along helices V and VI to reach the R135
(3.50)TE247 (6.30) contact of helices III and VI. This R135
(3.50) makes an ion pair with E134 (3.49) in the dark state of
rhodopsin. Upon activation E134 is proposed to become protonated [58,59]. These residues are part of the ERY(W) motif
which is part of the Gt:Meta II interface (reviewed in
[3,60,61]). The ranking of successive shells of Table 2 shows
that the interactions behave like a wave traveling towards the
cytoplasmic surface and spread to surrounding helices and
loops as it progresses (Fig. 3). We conjecture that the signal
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Fig. 3. Three- and two-dimensional models of rhodopsin with indicated conserved residues. A: Conserved residues among opsins on the threedimensional model of bovine rhodopsin. This ¢gure is a stereo image of the rhodopsin molecule with the 74 residue cluster surrounding retinal
given as colored shells for the successive levels of contact. For this ¢gure, the helices have been smoothed for clarity. B: Two-dimensional model of rhodopsin. In this diagram we have used the same coloring as in A for the successive shells of contacting residues. The diagram indicates
that the contacting residues are not at all sequentially related. The model is after Hargrave and McDowell [69] and modi¢ed based on the
three-dimensional structure of rhodopsin [13].
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idues. Yan et al. [65] have examined the role of E181 in the
photoactivation process of rhodopsin by mutagenesis and
spectroscopy. Their conclusion is that E181 is the counterion
in Meta I, implying a counterion shift from E113 in the dark
state to E181 in Meta I due to a proton shift. Their model of
activation of rhodopsin then proposes that the reorganization
of E2 propagates the signal to H-III via the C187^C110 disul¢de bridge. This proposal of the counterion shift would
nicely ¢t with the conservation of the plug residues that we
observed.
4. Conclusions

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of contacts between Y301 (7.48) indicating contacting residues between helix VI and helix VII. Helix VI
residues F261 (6.44) and C264 (6.47) make substantial contact with
Y301 (7.48) which, in turn, contacts P303 (7.50) and I305 (7.52).
Numbering of amino acid residues after Ballesteros and Weinstein
[14].

transfer proceeds along this wave by a succession of small
motions of the residues which possibly ampli¢es as it progresses.
The analysis shows that many of the expected G protein
interacting residues are involved in this propagating wave,
including the ERY(W) motif at residues 134^136 (3.49^3.51)
and the NPxxYTF motif of helices VII and 8 (NPxxY are
residues 7.49^7.53). For the opsin family, Y301 (7.48) is a
key residue in signal propagation from H-VI to H-VII.
Y301 has not been modi¢ed in rhodopsin mutagenesis studies,
to our knowledge. However, when M257 is converted to any
residue except Leu, then a constitutively active rhodopsin derivative is produced [62]. Fritze et al. [63] recently observed
that the ERY and NPxxYTF motifs are functionally connected by means of studies conducted with 11-cis-9-demethyl-retinal. We postulate that Y301, like N302, is the branch
point for propagation of the signal to these two separated
regions of the molecule.
3.3. Cluster of residues leading from retinal to the extracellular
surface
Among the other members in the cluster of 74 conserved,
contacting residues surrounding the retinal Schi¡ base is the
R177TD190 (E2, or ‘plug’ region) contact recently found to be
essential for the thermal stability of the dark state of rhodopsin by Janz et al. [64]. The intriguing aspect of this interaction
is that it appears to be part of a pathway leading to the extracellular surface (Fig. 3). Potential residues of this pathway
include C187 (contact with retinal) and residues P170, P171,
W175, S176, R177, Y178, G188, and D190. How this pathway
might be involved in rhodopsin’s function is unclear. It may
be the case that these structurally conserved residues are necessary for correct protein folding and stability rather than an
active physiological function. To date only the R177TD190 set
of contacts have been examined [64]. A recent paper may shed
some light on this residue conservation of the plug (E2) res-

In this evolutionary analysis we have used new methods to
examine possible pathways for signal transfer within the rhodopsin molecule. The methods di¡er from those previously
used by others in that we have combined several measures
of conservation by means of the singular value decomposition
technique. Also, rather than using side chains with variable
arbitrary radii to measure contacts within clusters of conserved residues, we have used the coordinate contacts themselves. The basis for this is that proteins are compactly folded
and we anticipate that this compactness will be preserved over
evolutionary time. Conserved residues will contact others
closely and non-conserved residues will adapt to retain the
compactness of the protein. One singular advantage (and danger) of the method is that a relatively small and homogeneous
family of proteins can be used for the analysis. The method
gives similar results to those of Ranganathan and co-workers
([66,67]), but both methods appear to have de¢ciencies. In our
method, critical residues which are not su⁄ciently conserved
are missed such as Y136 (3.51) which is either Y or W among
the opsins. The coupled pathway found by Su«el et al. [66] does
not include R135 (3.50), a residue essential for coupling to Gt.
As with the method developed in Ranganathan’s laboratory,
the recently published study of the GPCRs from Vriend’s laboratory [68] uses large numbers of proteins for the analysis,
relying on statistical analyses for the validation of a pathway.
Our method, in contrast, is designed as a hypothesis generator
and relies on a careful examination of the results for interpretation.
From the evolutionary di¡erence analysis we performed, we
conclude that the analysis of spectral tuning is not readily
accessible by this means at the phylogenetic resolution we
have employed. We feel that the spectral tuning of the
SWS1 class has occurred by multiple pathways to achieve
the current wavelengths of absorption of the cone opsins in
this class. Birds, reptiles, amphibians, ¢sh, and mammals have
arrived at short wavelength opsin spectral tuning by multiple
routes [57], and mutagenesis experiments have demonstrated
that it is possible to obtain similar absorption spectra by
multiple routes [45^48,54]. Possibly by making three-dimensional models such as that for the human cone pigments [19],
and analyzing the conformation of the chromophore, electrostatic potential of the binding cavity and delocalization of the
positive charge if the Schi¡ base between the chromophore
and opsin is protonated, one may gain insight into this problem of spectral tuning.
We have proposed a hypothetical signaling pathway for the
propagation of the information within the rhodopsin molecule
which should correspond to the activation of the molecule
(Table 2). At this point, the pathway is conjectural and may
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be di⁄cult to test experimentally because it relies on contacts
of side chains within the core of the molecule. It may well be
the case that the same residues proposed for the pathway are
necessary to correctly fold rhodopsin to a compact molecule
so that mutagenesis experiments could be complicated. However, by expanding the analysis to include other GPCRs and
observing their contact pathways, it may be possible to suggest the design of experiments to test the pathway and its
generality among the GPCRs.
Finally, we have found a potential pathway of unknown
signi¢cance leading from retinal to the extracellular surface
of the molecule. The two residues of the pathway that have
been examined to date have been implicated in the thermal
stability of rhodopsin. At this point we may speculate the
pathway is part of the counterion shift recently proposed
for E181 [65]. It remains to be examined what other physiological functions of rhodopsin and cone pigments are suggested by our observations.
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